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Recalibrate: to correct a measuring process 	

by checking or adjusting again 	

in comparison with standard	


	

	
It may at first seem curious that Edwin Wilwayco should ascribe to his most 

recent series of works a word that alludes to the rectification of a certain approved 
standard. It is as if the artist had subjected his works to some engineering instrument 
that measures the quality of the present works. But for an artist who has worked 
prodigiously for the past several decades, Wilwayco has arrived at a time of storktaking, 
indeed a serious examination of an already impressively rich body of work.	

	


	
From the start of his artistic career stretching back to the Seventies, Wilwayco 
has always worked in series. A visual concept that often refers to the French 
Impressionist Claude Monet, famous for his Poplar, Haystack, Waterlily, and the Rouen 
Cathedral series, seriality has been a driving impetus for Wilwayco. It is how the artist 
has constructed and abstracted his own reality: Jeepney Fantasia, Bird of Paradise, 
Climbing Vine, Moving Mountains the Whispering Wind, Vivaldi’s Four Season, Scherzo, 
Nature’s Realm – all are visual narratives marked by an ever ascending confidence in his 
handling of the Abstract Expressionist idiom.	

	


	
Both surprising and unexpected is Wilwayco’s fusion of form-making and 
chromatic enterprise. His now avowed technique of superimposition and eradication of 
form, burying layers and layers of pigment underneath only to emerge in insistent 
passages, and interlacing contrasting colors that adumbrate each other. 	

	


	
A simultaneous creation of form through color, these “Recalibration” paintings 
are exceedingly fresh and opulent, vivid and vibrant, a sheer display of the masterlines of 
gesture, at once, impulsive and restrained, but with every move punctiliously considered 
and premeditated, to elicit a thrilling painterly grace and freedom. To be sure, the impact 
is immediate but lingering, as though the viewer had experienced a direct assault on the 
retina. There are works that defy orderliness, courting chaos, an impression made 
indelible by the sometimes prodigality of dripped pigment, thinned down to a lush 	

liquidity. But in all, Wilwayco nurtures a quality of dense voluptuousness and tactile 
delight.	

	


	
The “Recalibration” works are euphoric celebration of Wilwayco’s total 
immersion in abstract artmaking, still in constant evolution and indeed recalibration, but 
always the better for it.	

	




The “Arcadian abstraction” — visual expressions of his faith, 
deep spirituality, self-introspection and profound appreciation for 
the regenerative power of nature and his love of music — 
specifically classical and jazz. These paintings are images of 
tranquility within a sea of upheavals; described by the artist as 
representations of “intense calmness.”

J. Fatima Martins 

Artscope Review, USA, Sept 2013 

Great art is not exclusively found in the intial styles 
of  expression. Intial styles open flood gates for 
future artists and create avenues to be further 
explored. Intial styles do not complete the artistic 
expression of  any style. This is how I see the art 
work of  Edwin Wilwayco. He is a second or possibly 
third generation of  abstract expressionist artist. But 
he gives us a new way to experience abstraction. His 
work is as creative as if  he were the first artist to ever 
make an abstract painting. 

“

’’
James T. Valliere is an art historian who worked with Lee  

Krasner on Jackson Pollock’s early artworks. His interviews with 

Willem deKooning and James Brooks are in the Archives of 

American Art at the Smithsonian Institute in Washington D.C. 



Recalibration 4C, 122 x 183cm, acrylic & oil on canvas	


After more than three decades of   
sustained dedication to abstract 
painting, Edwin Wilwayco has emerged, 
in my estimation, as the rightful artistic 
heir to the late National Artist Jose Joya, 
pioneer of  Abstract expressionism in the 
country.


“

’’
Cid Reyes  

Art Critic 

There is much about Edwin Wilwayco’s 
art to think about. There is a strong 
lyricism set off  against the feeling of  the 
emotional violence that often attends 
and informs creative endeavor. There is 
an uncanny, primordial quality to the 
colours and the way in which they are 
applied, makes one feel as if  one is 
looking into the turbulence of  the 
creative process.




“

’’
Ian Findlay 

Asian Art News 
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 Recalibration 20, 122 x 152.5cm	


Recalibration 4C, 122 x 183cm, acrylic & oil on canvas	


Recalibration 26, 81 x 160cm, oil on canvas	
Recalibration 24, 100 x 101cm, oil on canvas	


Recalibration 18, 122 x 152.5cm	
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 Recalibration 22, 100 x 101cm	


 Recalibration 27, 91.5 x 122cm	


Recalibration 25, 100 x 101cm, oil on canvas	


 Recalibration 19, 122 x 122cm	


Recalibration 17, 80 x 160cm, oil on canvas	



